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“The battle between every startup and 
incumbent comes down to whether the 

startup gets distribution before the incumbent 
gets innovation.” 

Andreessen Horowitz



What We’re 
Going to 
Cover
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The Market Incumbents The “Winners”

Where are the hot spots 

and what’s coming next

How leading firms are 

dealing with disruption

Successful business 

models- what they have 

done and how
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1. The Market

Investment Trends
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Source: CB Insights. Market data as Q4 2018

$39.2 
BILLION 

across 

1,730 DEALS
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Investment in FinTech

1. The Market – Investment Trends

Global deals & funding reached a new record in 2018. Ant Financial raised $14B in Q2'18 from domestic and international investors



Source: CB Insights. Market data as Q3 2018
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Regional dynamics
Funding dipped in nearly every region in Q3. Excluding Ant Financial’s $14B round, Q2’18 is still a record high.  

VC funding by continent (*Ant Financial excluded)

1. The Market – Investment Trends



Source: CB Insights. Market data as Q3 2018
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US and Asia are leading the way

The fintech market globally continues to broaden and diversify. Geographically, we are seeing more activity and bigger deals in less 

traditional markets like Brazil, Japan, and South Korea, with US still playing a dominant role

($100M+) deals , worth a total $2.1B in Q3

$ 2.2B

$ 16.8B $ 2.1B

1. The Market – Investment Trends



Source: CB Insights. Market data as Dec  2018
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Fintech unicorns valued at $144.9B 
38 Global VC-backed fintech companies with a private market valuation of $1B+ (16 Fintech Unicorn Births in 2018 as Jan 9 2019)

1. The Market – Investment Trends
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1. The Market
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1. The Market – Hot spots

Sector of focus
During 2018 FinTech are looking to SMEs needs beyond loans & financing. while challengers banks look to growth their market share and global 

footprint. 

Source: CB Insights. Market data as Q2 2018
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Alternative 
Lending

Digital 
Banking

Payments

$3.6B*
1 6 9  d e a l s

S E C T I O N  E I G H T

Our
Services

S E C T I O N  T H R E E

• POS expands from hardware to 

all-in-one sales & CRM 

• Payments “go” cashier-less 

*Ant Financial removed for illustrative purposes

$3.0B
1 4 5  d e a l s

• POS services to boost merchant 

sales

• India saw a flood of deals focus 

on small business lending

InsureTech

$2.2B
1 1 5  d e a l s

• Funding boosted to unicorns to 

fuel product expansion 

• Cyber insurance becomes new 

area of early stage investments 

$1.7B
5 5  d e a l s

• European digital challenger bank 

model is spreading globally 

• New entrants are targeting niche 

customer pain points and the 

next generation of customers
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1. The Market
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FinTechs are becoming more ambitious

Source: CB Insights. 

FinTechs are developing new and expanding existing capabilities to complement proposition and evolving services ahead of millennials demands 

1. The Market – Trends to Watch
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Collaboration Leveraging 
Technology

Opening new 
investment channels

They are leveraging on network and technology 

1. The Market – Trends to Watch



European Fintechs head east to challenge 
Asians traditional banks

Nov 2018

N26 Expansion: German Challenger Bank 
Brings Services to Denmark, Norway, 
Poland, & Sweden

Jun 2018
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Funding is powering FinTechs expansion
Growing across Europe and from Europe into the U.S. and Asia, while U.S. FinTechs look to the Europe market.

With A Fresh Billion-Dollar Valuation, 
Monzo Is Already Planning A 2019 Funding 
Round To Enter The U.S.

Oct 2018

Revolut to Raise $500 Million then Launch 
in USA

Nov 2018

SoftBank-backed US home insurance start-
up Lemonade looks to Europe for its first 
expansion abroad

Nov 2018

1. The Market – Trends to Watch

Tandem Bank strikes HK deal to launch 
digital banking in Asia

Nov 2018



FinTech adoption is rapidly emerging

Source:  EY FinTech Adoption Index 2017

Comparison of FinTech adoption in 
selected markets

FinTech 
adoption rates

• China and India have the highest adoption rates as FinTech firms 

excel at tapping into the tech-literate, but financially underserved 

population. 

• The UK and 

Australia realized 

the largest increase 

in the number of 

consumers 

adopting FinTech, 

from 2015 to 2017
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1. The Market – Trends to Watch



Digital banks are scaling up

Challenger banks have 15M+ reported users

16
1. The Market – Trends to Watch

Source: CB Insights. 
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2. Incumbents

Where 
banks are 

today

What is driving 
Investments & 
partnerships

Building 
FinTech in-

house
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Banks are struggling to keep up the pace
2. Incumbents– Where banks are today

Source: Banks in FinTech. CB Insights. 2018

FICC revenues at major US Banks

Banks are losing revenues in part by the shift in customer demand and legacy infrastructure is slowing their ability to respond

Q2 2017 YOY change

Legacy capital markets technology
Years since respective system launch 
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They are still dealing with legacy
2. Incumbents– Where banks are today

HSBC fined over 'contaminated' loans 
sold in run-up to crisis

October 09, 2018  



Source: CB Insights. Source: State of Innovation Report and EFMA. Innovation in Retail Banking 2018.  
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And innovation approach is slow
2. Incumbents– Where banks are today

A risk-averse approach and the structure of banking is creating incremental improvements in innovation, 

making the entire process too slow.

Companies do care about innovation

and banks keep focussing on building

How do you prefer 

innovation happen?

And so corporate innovation is slow
Innovation portfolios are allocated to 
continuous innovation rather than 
disruptive risk

Average time from ideation 

to launch

https://www.cbinsights.com/research-aw-state-of-innovation-report?utm_term=+state%20+of%20+innovation&utm_campaign=Reports&utm_source=adwords&utm_medium=ppc&hsa_tgt=kwd-410971515495&hsa_grp=59161738470&hsa_src=g&hsa_net=adwords&hsa_mt=b&hsa_ver=3&hsa_ad=268287854147&hsa_acc=5728918340&hsa_kw=+state%20+of%20+innovation&hsa_cam=270202443&gclid=EAIaIQobChMIu73Qz53Z2wIVBg9pCh2wRgAaEAAYASAAEgLOwPD_BwE
https://www.digitalbankingreport.com/trends/innovation-in-retail-banking-2018/
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2. Incumbents– Where banks are today

Source: In Search of Customers Who Love Their Bank. Bain & Company. CACI analysis on Consumer Demands For Retail Banking

Ways of banking has turned to 
mobile, but Banks remained 

physical

Home voice assistants are 
spreading much faster than 

smartphones

~3 years - 30% 
adoption 
Vs ~5 years - 30% 
adoption for 
Smartphones

So, they are losing relevance

Of customers trust a technology company 
with their money more than a bank

https://www.bain.com/insights/in-search-of-customers-who-love-their-bank-nps-cx-banking/
https://www.verdict.co.uk/say-hello-robo-bankers-ai-affecting-banking-finance/
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But thinking on the way forward
2. Incumbents– Where banks are today

There is no overwhelming agreement on the Build/Buy/Partner decision, however there has been a significant increase in the level of 

desire to partner with outside organizations, indicating a greater realization that internal development may not meet speed and ‘focus on 

the consumer’ objectives.
How will your organization drive innovation?

On a scale of 1-7 (where 1 is very low and 7 is very high)
Banks expanding their own personal finance initiatives

Source: CB Insights. and EFMA. Innovation in Retail Banking 2018.  

https://www.digitalbankingreport.com/trends/innovation-in-retail-banking-2018/


Smart banks are actively investing in FinTech

Source: CB Insights.(Equity financing 2012 – Q2 2018)

Most Active US Banks investing in FinTech Top Largest Euro Banks ranked by FinTech investment

New Portfolio Acquire by investor Acquired

2. Incumbents– Where banks are today
23



2. Incumbents– What is driving Investments & partnerships
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Investment is lined up with internal strategy 

Banks are involved in fintech 
rounds mainly for two main 
reasons: future returns and 
further its strategic goals.

• Banks are also beginning to 

invest in process automation 

• Real estate tech is an 

emerging investment 

category

• US banks are increasing 

activity in the UK

Source: banks strategy updates 2017/8

Emphasis on 

scaling up its 

retail digital 
bank, Marcus

Leveraging its 

wealth 

management and 

investment 
banking arms

Focus on 

payments -

launched digital 
bank app Finn

Invested in 

start-ups that 

support digital 

SMEs and 
payments



2. Incumbents– What is driving Investments & partnerships
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but immediate goals are over ‘disruptive technologies’

Over the last few years, banks have focused on updating infrastructure  by investing in capital markets software over blockchain

technology 

Bank's investment in Blockchain vs infrastructure

Source: CB Insights.(Equity financing 2012 – Q2 2018)



2. Incumbents– What is driving Investments & partnerships
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Regulation is been a key driver
The global financial services industry has experienced an unparalleled level of regulatory reform. This trend does not show signs of 

changing anytime soon

Source: Moody Analytics 

Global Banking Regulation Framework 2015- 2019 A focus on building up a 
compliant infrastructure 
makes sense given global and 
European regulations. This 
includes the UK’s open 
banking system and the EU’s 
PSD2, which requires banks to 
open up their APIs to third 
parties.

https://www.moodysanalytics.com/risk-perspectives-magazine/risk-management-decade-ahead/regulatory-spotlight/global-banking-regulatory-radar


2. Incumbents– What is driving Investments & partnerships
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And so banks invest in solutions they need 
Financial services firms have increased funding in regtechs and also they co-invest to tackle regulatory compliance

Selected investment in Regtech Q1 / 2018

Source: CB Insights 



2. Incumbents– What is driving Investments & partnerships
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Some have moved to build fintech in-house
Banks with the most advanced digital strategies, have shifted  from investing and partnering to launching their own digital capabilities to 

defend their position or entering new markets.

Marcus reached  $1B faster than earlier FinTechs
Number of months to $1B in loan originated

Marcus on alternative lending 
Investments & M&A from 2012 –Q1’2018

Source:  CB Insights Goldman Sachs Strategy Teardown. FT. Five ways banks are responding to the fintech threat

Marcus has accumulated more than $26bn in deposits and lent $3bn to customers, generating over $1bn of new revenue for the bank. Marcus 
recently launched in the UK, its first international expansion, attracting 50,000 savers in less than two weeks with best-buy rate

https://www.ft.com/content/d0ab6b84-c183-11e8-84cd-9e601db069b8


2. Incumbents– What is driving Investments & partnerships
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M&A is used to fuel product innovation 
Stablish players are using strategic acquisitions to bolster their existing products capabilities

Source:  CB Insights. Digitalizing-Consumer-Banking-Briefing 2018
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3. The “Winners”
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Designed to offer the best 
value and the best user 
experience

• 3M customers
• 3500 users added per day
• First challenger bank to 

announce breaking even on a 
monthly basis

Nov 2018 Dec 2018

Got European
banking
licence 

3 Million 
Customers

Key milestones

2. The “Winners” – Revolut

Source:  Initio and company press release. 2018
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Revolut has grown its customer base much faster than other 
challenger banks by focusing resources on rapidly launching 

products and bringing customers on board quickly.

2. The “Winners” – Revolut

1 Strategy focused on getting a rapid 
e-money license

2

3

4

Targeted currency exchange rather 
than current accounts

Leveraged the EEA passport to 
expand across Europe and partnered 
with other FinTechs to iterate quickly

Cryptocurrency exchange platform is 
adding 3,500 users per day

Source: CB Insights. 

"We want to be one of the largest financial services companies in the world" CEO Nikolay Storonsky



Banking aligns with Amazon’s goals 

“Staying in Day 1 requires you to experiment patiently, accept failures, plant seeds, 
protect saplings, and double down when you see customer delight … ” Jeff Bezos 

Amazon is building financial services products focused on supporting its core strategic goal: namely, increasing participation from buyers and sellers on its 

platform

Amazon has already established key 

financial services strategic areas

Amazon has issued $3B in loans and 

funded 20K+ SMBs 

Amazon help financial institutions to deliver 

innovative customer experiences, accelerate time 

to market, and enable digital transformation 
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2. The “Winners” – Amazon

Source: CB Insights. 

The Amazon Ecosystem

Enable
Merchants

Enable 
Customers

Reduce marketplace 
frictions

310M Active customers 

100M Prime customers

50M Echo owners 

5M Sellers



Amazon can deliver a differentiated product 

Source: CB Insights

Existing incumbents’ technology and reputation are weak and don’t meet demand for customer centric products
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• Bank regulations require capital 
reserves while Amazon is free to use 
cash to fuel more growth

• Is the 
reference for 
excellent 
customer 
experience. 

"Most large organizations embrace the idea of invention, but are not willing to 
suffer the string of failed experiments necessary to get there" Jeff Bezos 

2. The “Winners” – Amazon
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Recap & Closing Remarks

1. FinTechs are succeeding, expanding and becoming more ambitious. How you 
can stay competitive? Which technology to leverage? What are the key trends 
and business models for your business to care and think about? 

2. For future returns and to further its strategic goals are the reasons why 
traditional institutions invest in fintech. How do you make yourself significant 
enough for a bank to be interested in collaborating / buying /funding? Which 
markets and issues are you fixing? How it aligns to problems banks are looking 
to address?

3. Technologic companies are setting customer expectations and they can 
deliver a differentiated product. So, how you can address the threat? How to 
demonstrate and differentiate your value to clients?
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